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Davis Gallery, in partnership with Westcave Outdoor Discovery Center is proud to present Lone Star 
Wild, an exhibit focused on the natural world, featuring work by Margie Crisp, David Everett, Billy 
Hassell, and William B. Montgomery. Each artist has fostered an impressive reputation across Texas 
and the United States for their mutual excellence and commitment to depictions of wildlife and their 
environments. Lone Star Wild is a survey of respect for Texas' natural brilliance through four distinct 
lenses. 
Margie Crisp's mastery of several disciplines allows her to fluently transition between media. In 
addition to her command of egg tempera, printmaking, and watercolor, she is also an award-winning 
author. Her passion for conservation is reflected in her approach and execution of intimate bird and 
plant-life portraits, sweeping landscapes, which teem with life, and written studies of our natural 
environment. 
David Everett's sculptures and woodcuts boast an imaginative combination of plants and animals 
from the land, sea, and sky. His integration of so much life into flowing compositions reflects the 
interconnectedness of our natural world. Everett slowly chips away at solid hardwood blocks with 
traditional mallet and wood gouges. Multiple thin layers of vibrant oil paint bring his work to life, 
complete with surprising kinetic details. 
Billy Hassell, who was designated "Mother Nature's Stylist" by The New York Times, creates vivid oil 
paintings and hand-colored lithographs. His canvases are an amplified symphony of abundant, 
energetic life; however, Hassell conscientiously pulls his dazzling color palette and powerful 
geometric patterns and forms directly from reality. His emphasis on the complexity in the markings of 
a Monarch butterfly, or the symmetry of an agave brings an unexpected wonderment to each scene. 
William B. Montgomery's approach to his work is very much informed by the influence classical 
European painting had on him while he studied at the Academia di Belle Arti de Perugia in Italy. 
Montgomery's serene landscapes offer a stark contrast to the work of his counterparts in this exhibit. 
Meticulous realism and traditional compositions present a space for viewers to quietly reflect on 
underlying themes that emerge through the unsettling presence of refineries on littered shorelines or 
discarded tires just beneath docile yellow catfish. 
 
On October 24th, Westcave Outdoor Discovery Center will be presenting a private, ticketed panel 
discussion featuring all four artists, which will be held at Davis Gallery & Framing from 6:30-8:30 pm. 
During the course of the event, the four artists will be fielding questions from Kevin Ivester, the 
Gallery Director at Davis Gallery, as well as questions from the audience regarding each artist's 
artwork and personal conservation efforts. Tickets to this event will be donation based, $15 - $50 
each and can be purchased here. 95% of ticket sales for this special event and 10% percent of 
artwork sales between the 24th and 26th of October will be donated by Davis Gallery & Framing to 
Westcave Outdoor Discovery Center. These funds will be donated in support of one of Westcave's 
core programs, the Children in Nature Collaborative of Austin (CiNCA). 
Founded in 1976 as Westcave Preserve, the mission of Westcave Outdoor Discovery Center is to 
inspire people to develop a lifelong practice of enjoying and protecting nature. For over 40 years, 
Westcave has been achieving this through environmental education, conservation of a 76-acre, 
unique ecological jewel of the hill country and through collaborative alliances with dozens of partners 
throughout the region who share a passion and vision to reconnect children and their families to the 
natural world. Westcave is a leader in supporting these efforts by serving as the host organization to 
the Children in Nature Collaborative of Austin (CiNCA), whose mission is to fan the flames of a 
regional movement to reconnect kids to nature and inspire the next generation of environmental 
stewards. Westcave believes that children who have the opportunity to spend time learning and 
playing outdoors are happier, healthier and perform better academically as a result of their connection 
to the natural world. 
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